
Initial consonant cluster 

with -l and -r



different types of shops and 

the products (things) they sell







Christy’s shopping List 

a slice of bread 

A bunch of flowers

Two slabs of cheese

A pair of green sandals
A head of broccoli

a box of crayons

a plastic duck

a black drum



Consonant blends 

slabs

green

flowers

slice 

bread plastic

broccoli

crayons

black drum



1. pick 9 words start with consonant clusters from Christy shopping list 

(worksheet 1) and write them down in Bingo grid randomly.

2. listen carefully and cross out the word you have in the Bingo grid.

3. say Bingo if three words on the same vertical, horizontal or diagonal 

line are crossed out and the first one who says Bingo wins the game.



Call Stella :
What Stella should bring 

Native Speaker 

 Six spoons of fresh snow peas,

 five thick slabs of blue cheese

 a snack 

 a small plastic snake 

 a big toy frog

Cantonese Speaker

 Six spoons of fesh snow peas,

 five thick slabs of blue cheese

 a snack 

 a small pastic snake 

 a big toy fog

http://accent.gmu.edu/searchsaa.php?function=detail&speakerid=46http://accent.gmu.edu/searchsaa.php?function=detail&speakerid=77



spotting the pronunciation mistakes in corpus



1) T print off target words and short sentences and put them on the table at the back.

(2) Put 4 students into groups and have them ‘walk’ or ‘run’ to the words and sentences.

(3) Students have to try to remember words and sentences of the dictation and then run back 

to their group where they tell what they remember to a partner who writes it down. (each 

students have 3 chances to remember the words and sentences)

(4) Then they swap roles. The winning group is the one that finishes in the least time with least 

mistakes.

Running Dictation



complete the 

shopping list 

(Jigsaw Activity)




